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ABSTRACT
The main biotic constraint in sustaining and boosting wheat production is rusts caused by
Puccinia species which are historic and devastating pathogens worldwide. Their ability to
spread aerially over the continents, production of infectious pustules geometrically in trillions
and evolution of new physiologic races makes the management strategies a very challenging
task. Identification of pathotypes, anticipatory breeding, evaluation for rusts resistance and
deployment of resistant cultivars is a time tested strategy to manage wheat rusts. However, the
rust’s pathogen being out smarted and new virulent pathotypes emerged which could overcome
the novel rust resistance genes. But the most efficient and economic way for management of
wheat rusts is utilization of resistant variety. Identification of resistance genes is essential for
gene pyramiding, gene deployment and developing slow rusting wheat cultivars to manage wheat
rusts. In this context, molecular markers linked to rust resistance genes assist in marker-assisted
selection for validation of rust resistant genes in less time as compared to conventional breeding
programme.
Key words: Adult Plant Resistance, Gene deployment, Gene pyramiding, Marker Assisted
Selection, Seedling Resistance

INTRODUCTION
Brown/leaf rust of wheat, caused by Puccinia
triticina Erisk. is most predominantly confined
in northern wheat growing zone of India4. It is
well distributed among the three wheat rusts
and occurs in higher intensities as epidemics
since the pathogen inoculums are prevalent in
both North and South regions29,47. Epidemics
of leaf rust had occurred in years of 1786,
1827, 1832, 1894, 1897, 1947, 1948, 1972 and
197355. The Sonalika epidemic of leaf rust
caused losses of 1mt which was occurred in

Uttar Pradesh and a part of Bihar, India29.
Maximum yield losses due to leaf rust were
30-40 per cent mostly due to reduction in 1000
grain weight59. The primary symptoms as
orange to brown uredinia which are round to
slightly elongate occurs on the leaf blades.
Sometimes, leaf sheaths can also be infected in
presence of favourable temperature range of
15 to 300C, under high inoculum densities
along with the presence of susceptible
cultivars.
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Environment has a significant influence on
terminal disease reaction. The fungus can
infect in dew periods of 3 hours or less at
temperatures of 20°C, however, more
infections occurred with longer dew periods.
At cooler temperatures, longer dew periods are
required but few if any infections occur where
dew period temperatures are above 32°C or
below 2°C81. In relation to stage of crop with
disease development, severe epidemics and
losses can occur when the flag leaf is infected
before flowering stage resulting in reduced
floret set and grain shrivelling7.Since, it is an
obligate parasite and heterocious, an alternate
host i.e. Thalictrum spp. is requires for
completion of its sexual life cycle on which
fungus will overwinter. But there is no role of
alternate host in the occurrence of leaf rust in
entire wheat growing areas of India since the
inoculum are continually present in Himalayas
in north and some self sown crop along with
wheat grown areas of Nilgiri hills in south
where wheat are cultivated throughout the year
that act as source of inoculum47. The
germination process requires moisture and
temperatures (15-20°C) and after 10-14 days
of infection, fungus starts sporulation leading
to symptoms development74. The pathogen has
ability to disperse urediospores which is
repeating spore through wind along with the
production of infectious pustules geometrically
in trillions. Moreover, evolution of new
physiological races/pathotypes with time
render earlier reported resistant variety to
susceptible one which made the management
strategies a very challenging task against rust.
Genetic resistance against leaf rust of wheat
Utilization of resistant cultivars is the most
effective and economical method for reducing
losses due to leaf rust. Development of new
cultivars with improved genetic resistance
helps to reduce production costs and risk of
environmental pollution due to fungicide
usage11. So, genetic manipulation of resistance
genes has resulted in providing more stable
form of resistance against rust72. It has been
estimated that wheat genetic improvement has
generated at least 27 times its value in benefits
from leaf rust resistance breeding in spring
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wheat alone45. Two types of resistance has
been characterized in rust pathosystems, which
are qualitative (race-specific/vertical) and
quantitative
(race-nonspecific/horizontal)
38,89
resistance . Deployment of race-specific
resistance gene has the capacity of providing
effective complete protection67. In general,
adult plant resistance (APR) confer a partial
and slow rusting with durable resistance as
compared to seedling resistance69.
Currently 71 leaf rust resistance genes
have been designated which are shown to be
pathotype specific seedling and adult plant
resistance. Identified leaf rust resistance genes
of wheat consist of Lr1, Lr2a, Lr2b, Lr2c,
Lr3a, Lr3b, Lr3ka, Lr9, Lr10, Lr11, Lr12,
Lr13, Lr14a, Lr14b, Lr14a, Lr15, Lr16, Lr17a,
Lr17b, Lr18, Lr19, Lr20, Lr21, Lr22a, Lr22b,
Lr23, Lr24, Lr25, Lr26, Lr27, Lr28, Lr29,
Lr30, Lr31, Lr32, Lr33, Lr34, Lr35, Lr36,
Lr37, Lr38, Lr39, Lr42, Lr44, Lr45, Lr46,
Lr47, Lr48, Lr49, Lr50, Lr51, Lr52, Lr53,
Lr54, Lr55, Lr56, Lr57, Lr58, Lr59, Lr60,
Lr61, Lr62, Lr63, Lr64, Lr65, Lr66, Lr67,
Lr68, Lr69, Lr70 and Lr7149,50,51,52,53. Most of
the Lr genes conferred race-specific seedling
resistance and are vulnerable to defeat by new
virulent races. Greater durability of resistance
could be achieved through combinations of
race-specific genes or by using racenonspecific resistance genes, such as Lr34 and
Lr4635,36. However, such genes provide low
levels of resistance when deployed singly90. A
third option is to combine both race-specific
and race-nonspecific resistance. Thus, gene
pyramiding plays a crucial role as a resistance
breeding procedure where more than one gene
is brought together to enhance the resistance
life of an otherwise better performing variety
against the pathogenic races. Accordingly, to
prevent the rapid breakdown of seedling
resistance genes, it is suggested that such
genes should be used in combination with
other resistant genes preferably with an APR
gene27,61. However, the selection of genotypes
carrying two or more genes using traditional
host-parasite interaction is very time
consuming in conventional breeding approach
and often not possible due to lack of isolates
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with specific virulence and difficulty of
identifying one resistance gene in the presence
of another gene. The traditional method of
postulation of resistance genes is also
extremely time and labour intensive31. Besides,
gene pyramiding through conventional
methods is difficult and time consuming
because it requires simultaneous tests of the
same wheat breeding materials with several
different rust races before a selection is
made66. Over the last 15 years many efficient
markers for leaf rust resistance genes have
been described. The molecular markers most
closely linked to Lr genes are based on the
PCR technique that can be applied easily in
wheat breeding programmes26. Identification
of molecular markers can facilitate gene
pyramiding into one cultivar in less time and
make it more cost effective. A marker assisted
selection (MAS) scheme could allow breeders
to efficiently select resistance gene without
waiting for its phenotypic expression in plants.
Indirect selection using DNA markers would
be helpful in elucidating rarely occurring
recombination between resistance genes, thus
facilitating the combination of these closelylinked resistance genes into cultivars. Detail of
applications of DNA molecular markers in
validation of leaf rust resistance genes in
wheat are summarized below along with types
of resistance conferred against leaf rust.
Seedling Resistance
Seedling resistance genes are found to be
monogenic with race specific and effective for
the whole life cycle of the plant32. Race
specific genes confer resistance to one or a few
races of pathogen and also known as major
gene. Although, incorporation of race-specific
resistance genes may be challenging since it
increases the risk of faster breakdown. Some
examples of major genes effective against leaf
rust include Lr19, Lr26 and Lr42 etc.
Evaluation of 44 wheat cultivars for leaf rust
resistance reported that 14 lines showed
seedling resistance, while 30 lines showed
seedling susceptibility to specific race 77-5.
Besides, these 14 lines possessing seedling
resistance against 77-5 also showed APR
against pathotypes 77-5, 77-2 and 104-2 of
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leaf rust74. Similarly, results of study in
resistance components at seedling stage and
field resistance in some elite wheat lines
showed that lines M-85-1, M-86-1 and C-8510 had lower infection types, latent period and
smaller pustules size and number. In general,
18 out of 62 lines were resistant at seedling
and adult plant stages and 13 lines were
susceptible at both stages. Lines C-85-15, C86-7, C-86-9, M-85-11, M-86-6, M-86-5 and
M-86-10 were susceptible at seedling stage
and resistant at adult plant stage87. Moreover,
Lr15 has been shown to be present on wheat
chromosome 2D and is reported to be a
seedling resistance gene and is more effective
when present with an APR gene11. But the
importance of seedling resistance has major
limitation since there were several reports of
breakdown of these genes with the evolution
of new virulent races of pathogen. So, we shall
be focused on adult plant resistance which is a
stable form of resistance with more durable
and effective against several races of
pathogen.
Adult Plant Resistance (APR)
Race non-specific resistance, is usually
effective in the post-seedling growth stage,
thus commonly referred to as adult plant
resistance (APR). This resistance is generally
quantitatively
inherited
by
interacting
additively with other non-specific resistance
genes and shows moderate resistance. Johnson
introduced the concept of durable resistance
conditioned by race non-specific adult plant
resistance genes in 198828. This type of
resistance is mainly associated with the minor
genes which are also known as slow rusting
genes. Varieties with high levels of durable
resistance to multiple pathogens can be
developed by combining multiple race nonspecific resistance loci, especially to those
which are known to confer resistance to
multiple diseases75. Examples of these APR
leaf rust resistance genes are Lr34, Lr46 and
Lr67 etc. The breakdown of resistance genes
like Lr9 in 199956 and Lr28 in 20085 has led to
investigation of adult plant resistance. Wheat
cultivars with slow rusting genes are often
susceptible at the seedling stage but may be
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moderately to highly resistant to all pathotypes
at the adult plant stage39. Slow rusting is not
affected by the types of pathotypes indicating
its non race-specific nature of resistance31.
Study conducted to determine the link between
Lr34 gene and leaf tip necrosis in two
Thatcher near-isogenic lines reported that leaf
tip necrosis could be used as a phenotypic
marker for Lr3470. Confirmation of leaf rust
resistance in thirty exotic wheat germplasm
accessions at both seedling and adult stage
reported that three accessions viz. EC 635627,
EC 635721 and EC 664244 showed resistant at
seedling stage while twenty nine accessions
were characterized as resistant at adult plant
stage with their low values of area under
disease progress curve (AUDPC)14. Genetical
studies to understand the inheritance of APR
to leaf rust in Australian wheat cultivars
reported that cultivars Cranbrook, Suneca and
Harrier carry two APR genes for leaf rust.
Cultivar Westphal 12A had three genes that
conditioned resistance in seedling plants, and
the gene Lr34 which optimally expressed in
adult plants. BH1146 was shown to have Lr13
and Lr34 APR genes33,73. The presence of APR
gene Lr46, located on chromosome 1B, results
in a longer latency period and lower infection
levels than susceptible cultivars86. But the
presence of this slow rusting gene Lr46 does
not provide sufficient resistance to protect
yield levels, especially under high disease
pressures. So, there should be a combination
of different minor genes to impart adequate
levels of resistance77. Results in identification
of resistance genes in wheat cultivars, Alsen
and Norm indicated that Alsen had seedling
resistance genes Lr2a, Lr10 and Lr23, with
APR genes Lr13 and Lr34. Norm carried
seedling genes Lr1, Lr10, Lr16 and Lr23 along
with adult plant genes Lr13 and Lr34. They
recommended the use of seedling resistance
genes Lr16 and Lr23 in combination with the
APR gene Lr34 for enhancing resistance57.
The presence of Lr34 in a cultivar increases its
general resistance to various races of
pathogen84. This Lr34 gene also plays an
important role in improving tolerance to
environmental stresses such as salinity64. Some
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of the SSR markers, particularly Xgwm295,
csLV34, Xwmc405 and Xgwm44 for gene Lr34,
showed good correlation with leaf rust
resistance54. However, this non-specific
resistance characteristic of Lr34 makes it
difficult to identify by traditional methods. So,
the application of molecular markers may
provide a more reliable tool to breeders to
identify APR genes in segregating populations
and their further incorporation into existing
cultivars53. Thus, molecular markers can be
used as selection tool and is important for the
identification of loci carrying adult plant
resistance genes for leaf rust to ensure their
proper use in breeding for durable adult plant
resistance.
Characterization of leaf rust resistance
genes by molecular markers
Marker based breeding may revolutionize the
process of cultivar development by eliminating
the need for field trials and making it possible
to select individuals lines with crossovers very
near to a gene of interest, potentially removing
linkage drag that frequently comes from the
donor parent88. Moreover, identification of
molecular markers for resistance genes can
efficiently facilitate MAS and pyramiding of
major genes in breeding programs into a
valuable background in less time and make it
more cost effective1,68. Similarly, gene
deployment can be accelerated through MAS
which aims at achieving durable resistance, in
which farmers can grow cultivars with
complementary sets of resistance genes with
different race-specificities. Microsatellite
(SSR) and Amplified fragment length
polymorphism (AFLP) markers for Lr3bg,
Lr18, Lr40, Lr46 and Lr50 genes had been
developed66. Besides, some other markers viz.
Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequence
(CAPS), Sequence Characterized Amplified
Regions (SCAR) and Simple sequence repeats
(SSR) markers also verified using Triticum
spp. with different genetic background8. In
earlier efforts, molecular markers linked to Lr
genes such as Lr3a30, Lr1278, Lr1919, Lr2224,
Lr346,15,41,42, Lr3960, Lr4183, Lr48 and Lr493
have been identiﬁed. As Lr15 gene shows
effective resistance with APR gene Lr34, it
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would be desirable to stack these effective
resistance genes. At present, Xgwm4562 and
Xgwm102 markers are used for gene
pyramiding of Lr15 and Lr34 in wheat
cultivars6,41,42. The mapping of sixteen Lr
resistance genes using restriction fragments
length polymorphism (RFLP) markers has
suggested that cultivars Frontana with Lr34
gene had operative durable rust resistance12
and also soft red winter wheat having Lr34 in
combination with seedling resistant Lr2a, Lr9,
Lr26 were highly resistant, whereas, in
combination with Lr10, Lr11, Lr18 were
moderately to low resistant37. Another
characteristic of Lr34 resistance is that it is
genetically tightly linked with Yr18 gene,
which confers adult plant resistance to leaf and
yellow rust49,70,71. This gene also co-segregates
with leaf tip necrosis (Ltn1), powdery mildew
resistance (Pm38), Barley yellow dwarf virus
(Bydv1) genes11,44,70,71,80. Pyramiding of rust
resistance can be a better approach as the
cultivars with single resistance genes have
been successfully attacked by emergence of
new virulent pathotypes48. Marker assisted
study on 107 double haploid wheat lines by
using 400 SSR primers suggested that
Xgwm295.1 is the closest known SSR marker
for Lr34 and alleles of Xgwm295.1 can be used
for detection of Lr34 in different cultivars82.
The molecular characterization of the Lr34 by
wheat expressed sequence tags (wESTs)
identified a genomic interval predicted to span
Lr34 on chromosome 7DS. While, conversion
of the RFLP to a co-dominant sequence tagged
site (csLV34) revealed a bi-allelic locus, where
a variant size of 79 bp insertion in an intron
sequence was associated with lines or cultivars
that lacked Lr34. Genetic linkage between
csLV34 and Lr34 was estimated at 0.4 cM41,42.
STS marker based tracking of slow rusting of
Lr34 gene in Indian wheat genotypes and
some advance breeding lines has confirmed
their slow rusting nature with lower AUDPC
values (less than 200) in Lr34 positive lines.
Lines falling in the range of 101-200 for
AUDPC truly represent the slow rusters so
these lines infer long lasting field resistance
and must be preferred while breeding58. The
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utility of csLV34 marker in postulating for
occurrence of Lr34 across a wide range of
wheat germplasm was confirmed in wheat
breeding by the result of strong association
between Lr34 and csLV34b allele34.
Identification of microsatellites linked to Lr47
gene in isogenic lines with and without Lr47
developed from 10 cultivars/breeding lines as
well as 10 microsatellites previously mapped
in
7AS
chromosome
revealed
that
microsatellite marker Xgwm60 was cosegregated completely linked to Lr4742.
Resistance genes Lr10, Lr26 and Lr37 in 27
winter wheat cultivars tested by molecular
markers resulted that gene Lr37 was
determined in 11 cultivars, gene Lr10 in 10
cultivars and gene Lr26 in 4 cultivars20.
Another Lr19, an exotic gene conditioning
resistance with hypersensitive response, was
considered likely to be a member of the major
nucleotide binding site (NBS) leucine rich
repeat (LRR) R gene family16.Incorporation of
Lr genes viz. Lr9, Lr24, Lr25, Lr29, Lr35 and
Lr37 into winter wheat varieties by application
of MAS in wheat breeding were currently
effective in Hungary which were identified
using STS, SCAR and RAPD markers closely
linked to them85. Another report also
confirmed that eleven different Lr genes: Lr1,
Lr3a, Lr3ka, Lr9, Lr10, Lr16, Lr17, Lr19,
Lr24, Lr26 and Lr41 were postulated in the
tested material and also suggested that
combinations including seedling resistance
genes like Lr16, Lr47, Lr19, Lr41, Lr21, Lr25
and Lr29 with APR genes like Lr34, Lr42 and
Lr46 which will probably provide durable
resistance43. PCR-based molecular markers
analysis using SCS123 marker linked to Lr19
gene in different bread wheat cultivars
detected 737 bp in 48 genotypes while
fragment of 688 bp was detected in 53
genotypes using the SCS253 marker. So, the
results obtained using both markers indicated
that the Lr19 gene is present on 7D
chromosomes25.Besides, Lr42 gene confer
resistance at both seedling and adult plant
stages and remains effective against all the
races of leaf rust reported till date. Thus, lines
containing Lr42 have been used as a parent in
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some breeding programs with success2.
Previous work located Lr42 on chromosome
1DS10 and found that Lr42 also played a
significant role in increasing wheat yield and
kernel size46. Report also suggested that adult
plants carrying Lr46 gene have longer latency
period since the plants with this gene show
higher rate of fungal colonies abortion without
any chlorotic or necrotic effects and also
decrease the colony size suggesting that the
resistance conferred by Lr46 gene is not of
hypersensitive type46. The microsatellite locus
Xwmc44 has located 5.6-cM proximal to the
putative QTL for Lr4682. Later, leaf tip
necrosis has been reported to be highly
correlated with the presence of Lr4662. The
molecular and phenotypic diagnostics for Lr24
gene in genotype HW 5207 suited for
cultivation in Central India was validated by
applying SCAR marker SCS1302 at 607 bp
fragment79. Moreover, Lr24 gene is linked
with Sr24 gene which is apparently effective
against all races of stem rust that paved the
way for MAS of rust resistance genes31. Thus,
MAS offers the opportunity to select desirable
lines on the basis of genotype rather than
phenotype, especially in the case of combining
different genes in a single genotype and it is a
powerful alternative to facilitate new gene
deployment and gene pyramiding for quick
release of rust resistant cultivars in wheat
resistance breeding programme.
Introgression of leaf rust resistance gene
from Aegilops and alien species into wheat
The germplasm of wild relatives and
progenitor species of cultivated wheat
comprise an excellent source of disease
resistance that can be exploited for wheat
improvement13. A number of leaf rust
resistance genes have been introgressed from
the wild relatives to the wheat cultivars
through interspecific hybridization. Various
Aegilops species have been reported to possess
resistance to several wheat diseases9,17,18,40,63.
Numerous
wheat-Aegilops
addition,
substitution and translocation lines have been
developed to dissect and introgress many
agronomically useful traits into the wheat gene
pool. Several genes for resistance to leaf rust
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have been introgressed from Aegilops and
Thinopyrum species to cultivated wheat: e.g.
Aegilops umbellulata (Lr9); Thinopyrum
ponticum (Lr19, Lr24 and Lr29); Ae.
ventricosa (Lr37); Th. intermedium (Lr38); Ae.
speltoides (Lr28, Lr35, Lr36, Lr51 and Lr66);
Ae. tauschii (Lr21, Lr22a, Lr32, Lr39, Lr40,
Lr41); Ae. geniculata (Lr57); Ae. triuncialis
(Lr58); Ae. longissima and T. dicoccoides
(Lr53)49,52,53. Aegilops species with C, U and
M genomes have been identified as very good
sources of resistance to leaf rust76. Resistance
gene Lr47 was derived from short arm of
chromosome 7S of Triticum speltoides and
translocated onto short arm of chromosome 7A
of wheat23. Similarly, Lr37 gene has been
introgressed into wheat from short arm of
chromosome 2N of Triticum ventricosum21.
Another gene Lr51 has been transferred from
Triticum speltoides to common wheat22. In
another study of Random amplified
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) based molecular
markers developed for alien rust resistance
genes has incorporated in wheat from T.
speltoides (Lr47, Lr51) and T. ventricosum
(Lr37)65.
CONCLUSION
Molecular markers act as an efficient means
for identification of leaf rust resistance genes
in wheat breeding programs. The knowledge
gained so far has suggests that markers
flanking Lr genes can be used simply and
effectively in marker-assisted backcross
programme for providing durable resistance.
So, the most important aims should be
focusing on incorporation of durable and
diverse resistance, characterization of additive
genes and identification of a closely linked
molecular marker which will progress the
design of selection process in wheat breeding
programs. Although, there is a need for better
understanding of dynamics of pathotypes
population over time and space, preliminary
idea for designing breeding strategies at the
regional level, scientific awareness of
deploying available resistance sources for
improving the status of wheat resistance
breeding against leaf rust.
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